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Abstract – In medical ultrasound imaging,
information is corrupted by inaccuracy (due to data,
acquisition modality, noise), uncertainty (due to noise
and missing data) and ambiguity (several anatomical
structures having the same ultrasound respond). In
this work, we propose a 3D segmentation method of
esophagus inner and outer wall from endosonographic
sequences (composed of separate slices uniformly
distributed), which minimizes these information
alterations thanks to the cooperation of different
models. The proposed solution is based on the use of a
stochastic optimization algorithm, fully adapted to our
particular case: the goal is to find the optimal
surface, which verifies regularity conditions and
maximizes a given criteria. Moreover, this approach
cooperates with a data fusion based processing, which
allows a prior knowledge integration with its own
inaccuracy. All these components are integrated in a
coherent architecture hierarchically organized which
allows belief updating. First results obtained on real
images acquired in a medical center are presented.

Keywords: Ultrasound, 3D segmentation, fuzzy
fusion, belief updating, genetic optimization.

1 Introduction

everal studies propose to enhance existing
segmentation methods in order to optimize
results for a particular application. But, a
different approach makes use of the

complementary aspects of different techniques to build
a processing architecture able to obtain improved
results.

In ultrasound imaging, numerical content is so
poor, that it is necessary to use all available
information  and, if possible, the complementary
aspect of different methods to obtain a robust contours
detection. Such a methodology has proved its
efficiency in [1] where a fuzzy model cooperates with
a dynamic approach to achieve the detection of
esophagus inner wall in endosonographic image
sequences. In [2], the ability the Hough Transform has

to integrate a prior information, is exploited to detect
aorta sections in the same sequences.
In this study, our concern is the precise outer wall
detection of the esophagus. This is mainly due to the
importance of this wall determination in order to
analyze different layers of the esophagus, this step
being the base of tumors medical staging. This paper
is structured as follows. In section 2, a brief recall of
how esophagus slices are acquired is presented.
Section 3 describes the automatic detection
architecture and in particular, its different
components. Several results obtained from real slices
acquired in a gastroenterology service are commented
in section 4. Finally, conclusions and perspectives
close this paper.

2 Acquisition And Pre-Processing

As previously mentioned, the goal of this study is to
achieve the detection of esophagus outer wall using
sequences acquired with the echo-endoscopic imaging
system Olympus EU-M3. The catheter, topped with an
ultrasound transducer, is introduced into the patient
mouth and progress along the esophagus lumen, toward
the cardia. Ultrasound waves are emitted in the
progression transversal plane and, thanks to reflections,
an image reconstruction is possible. The catheter
progression is mechanically controlled using a
developed acquisition system so, images can be
captured with a constant spacing (Figure 1).

+

Figure 1 : Acquisition system elements (ultrasound catheter
(a) and mechanical control (b)) to obtained data volume (c).

In Figure 2, we can appreciate the difficulty that
represents this kind of images. Their quality depends
mainly on two phenomena: the speckle noise (due to
the ultrasound imaging approach) and multiple waves
reflections, called “harmonics” (due to the transducer
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outer-sheath, which preserves esophagus wall from
sensor rotations).

Although the multi layer nature of the esophagus
wall, fine structure can be analyzed with this diagnosis
procedure. This explains the efficiency of
endosonography in medical “staging” of esophagus
tumors which typically appear between different layers
composing the esophagus wall.
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Figure 2: An endosonographic image. Notice the esophagus
fine structure scheme: esophagus wall is composed of
several layers alternatively hyper (brilliant) and hypo echoic
(dark).

The proposed pre-processing is composed of four
primary steps. As esophagus has a structure of pseudo-
cylinder, or more precisely of generalized cylinder, a
“cartesian to polar” conversion is operated in order to
simplify significantly the detection stage. The second
step consists in the detection and the attenuation of
harmonics, which perturb detection processing. Third,
sequence photometry equalization is operated. To do,
images bias is evaluated inside the main harmonic,
which position is known. This step is followed by
image filtering; this is a difficult problem in the
particular case of ultrasound imaging. For instance, the
filter used in this work does not depend on any noise
model. The inhomogeneous diffusion [3], based on the
diffusion equation (1) has been chosen in this study
because of its capacity to integrate a prior knowledge
via the diffusion coefficient.
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where γ(x,y) is the diffusion coefficient and I(x,y) an
array containing pixel gray levels. In this work, γ(x,y)
depends on the gradient magnitude (and not on the
gradient direction like in the anisotropic diffusion
case), as follows:
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An empical setting of the parameter κ has been
choosen, after several tests on different pathologic and
non pathologic cases.

3 General Architecture

A robust wall detection requires the system to integrate
several features. In particular, the used method must
take into account the fact that information contained in
esophagus slices suffers from inaccuracy (due to noise,

to high variability of organic features and to
acquisition system). Second, the system must be able to
consider information uncertainty (missing data,
attenuations, etc) and ambiguity (same features for
different anatomical objects). Finally, an easy
integration of medical knowledge and a prior
knowledge is required to complete the poor image
numerical content. During an exam, the specialized
physician can naturally integrate in his reasoning
several knowledge sources that can complete
information given by the ultrasound imaging system
(see Figure 3). The pratician uses knowledge of the
acquisition system (more particularly the process of
image formation), anatomical knowledge (inner and
outer wall mean distance positions in pathologic and
non pathologic cases), the patient clinical context, and
naturally his own expertise (Figure 3),  in order to
mentally achieve the scene 3D reconstruction that is
necessary during the step of medical staging.
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Figure 3: Information available for the elaboration of
pratician diagnostic in echo-endoscopy.

Before any development of an automatic detection
system, the most difficult questions are: What are the
most pertinent information useful for the system
achievement? What is the best architecture able to
integrate all these information? How do we represent
knowledge? How can we merge these heterogeneous
knowledge elements?

In this work, a fusion architecture based on fuzzy
logic combination, and belief updating is proposed.
The knowledge hierarchic organization chosen is
similar to blackboard architectures, which have proved
their efficiency in several A.I and medical applications.
Such architectures are particular cases of multi-agent
systems where several passive or active components
(called agents) lead to a decision by cooperating and
communicating by messages. In the blackboard
paradigm, communication is replaced by a common
data structure hierarchically organized in different
levels called blackboard. A solution is modeled by the
different agents (often called Knowledge Sources (KS)
in the blackboard paradigm) during all the processing
time until stabilization. Several kinds of KS can be
usually distinguished:

• Intelligent KS
• Intermediary level KS
• Low level KS



 Agents can dynamically modify the blackboard. But to
prevent the system from possible errors, solution
validity is constantly valuated by a control unit.
 In our approach, KS of blackboard system use two
kinds of methods: fuzzy logic and genetic algorithm.
Thanks to fuzzy logic KS, it is possible to build belief
volumes of inner and outer wall. Genetic KS use
believes elaborated before in order to propose
solutions, which are evaluated using a control unit. In
the two next paragraphs, our fuzzy logic use and the
employed genetic algorithm will be detailed more
precisely. Finally, the dynamic belief updating
approach will be exposed.
 
 3.1 Fuzzy processing
 
 Fuzzy logic is an efficient mathematical tool [4], which
eases the manipulation and the fusion of imprecise and
heterogeneous concepts as for example position, size,
intensity and so on. In our particular case, we can
define, using a prior knowledge, several primitives
which denote, with a given ambiguity, that a pixel
belongs to the esophagus outer wall. Similarly to [1],
the following concepts are represented in terms of
fuzzy images (i.e. images where gray levels correspond
to  membership values of the considered pixels to a
given concept):

 Harmonics: Before starting any echo-endoscopic
processing method, the characteristics of the harmonics
(i.e. their positions as well as their gray level distributions)
must be known, otherwise they will impinge on the
extraction of useful information. The contrast between
esophagus lumen and harmonics is used to determine the
position of the first harmonic. Other harmonic positions
are then estimated using a predefined model [5][6]. Thus
the fuzzy harmonics image µh can be constructed as
follows: the membership value is arbitrary fixed to 0.3 for
harmonic pixels and to 1.0 for the others.

 Contour: The concept of contour is a strong
information on the presence of the esophagus inner and
outer wall. A gradient operator, defined by two 5x5
convolution masks, similar to Sobel operator, is used to
estimate contours in the data volume. After
normalization, using a S-Shape function, we obtain an
image µc where pixel gray levels correspond to the
membership values to the contour concept.

 Intensity: Given the fact that a hyper echoic tissue
(for example the inner and outer wall) appears as
brilliant in an ultrasound image, the gray level intensity
is an important feature to consider. An image µi, where
each pixel level denotes the appropriateness of the
concept “being brilliant”, is obtained by normalizing
the original image using a S-Shape function.

 Region: Due to the acquisition system, a strong
contrast defines two different regions, which can be
easily distinguished: esophagus lumen (appears in
black) and tissue area (appears usually brilliant). This
information is very precious for the computation of
inner wall belief image. The cartesian to polar

transformation eases image clustering. An image µr

where each gray level corresponds to a membership
value to esophagus lumen is attributed.

 In order to build the final believes volumes, all fuzzy
images are information have to be combined. This
operation is achieved using a conjunctive operator min.
The combination for inner and outer wall are quite
similar. Inner wall belief is obtained by the
combination of the following belief images: harmonic,
contour, brilliancy, region, whereas outer wall belief is
obtained by the combination of harmonic, region,
contour, inner wall believes. The merging is given by
(3) for inner wall and (4) for the outer wall, as follows:

• Inner wall : ( )richi µµµµµ ,,,min= (3)

• Outer wall : ( )iicho µµµµµ −= 1,,min , (4)

 Several arguments justify the choice of this kind of
fusion operator:

• A conjunctive operator preserves fuzzy
combination from noise and artifacts belonging to one
or more fuzzy images.

• The conjunctive operator produces high
information reliability, when combined sources are
agreeing. Such an operator assumes that no information
is missing in the fuzzy set to be combined (i.e. the risk
to have a discontinuous contour is important). But a
high membership value denotes that all fuzzy sets have
confirmed information.

 It is important to notice that the outer wall belief
and inner wall belief are not estimated in the same way.
More precisely, the outer belief is linked to the inner
wall belief. This is justified by the fact that the inner
wall belief can be considered being quasi sure due to
region information, which is very strong. Such an
information does not exist for outer wall. Moreover, as
the outer wall is located in deep tissues and that its
contour becomes noisy, imprecise and is affected by
sur-imposed artecfacts, all available information is
required in order to ensure the detection to be robust
both in non pathologic and pathologic cases.

 Two belief volumes, respectively called µinner and
µouter, are finally constituted, considering the set of
belief images computed on the entire sequence. Each
3D points is identified through its cylindrical
coordinates (r, θ, z).
 
 3.2 Genetic processing
 
 Several optimization techniques are encountered in
order to determine an “optimal” surface on a given
volume. The optimality has to be considered as a
function of a given criteria. Among existing stochastic
optimization techniques, two families can be
distinguished: genetic algorithms [7] and simulated
annealing algorithms [8]. As it will be shown below,
the proposed method is a compromise between these
two methods and uses their respective advantages. The
choice of a stochastic approach is justified by two
argues:



• The fixed objective is to develop an algorithm
independent from arbitrary or “operator dependant”
initialization as needed in determinist optimization
models like dynamic model approaches, for example.

• We only have weak a prior information on the
outer wall position and the search space is large and
noisy. We need a method, which can apprehend the
search space in its integrity.

The proposed method is similar to pure genetic
algorithms mainly because a set of random solutions
{S} (called chromosomes) is initially computed in the
search space ∆, which is a volume in our particular
case.

Solution parameterization: The inner and outer wall
surfaces are considered as pseudo-cylinders
parameterized with u∈ℜ and v∈ℜ using a cubic B-
spline surface. The general spline surface S definition
is given by the relation (5):
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where {Bi} represents the Bernstein basis functions
given, which is given by the following expression, for
the particular case of a cubic B-spline:
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As we can see, the spline surface function is univocally
defined by coefficients {zi,j}, called spline coefficients,
which are computed using control points. It is
important to take note that in our particular case,
control points are data points chosen during the genetic
process. Such a parameterization is really interesting
cause of its natural ability to smooth data in order to
assure the reconstruction continuity, as that has been
simulated on the Figure 4.

  
Figure 4: These three graphical representations illustrate
computation effect of a cubic B-spline surface on noisy data.
Original data are represented on (a). We have added
gaussian noise on (b). The graphic (c) shows the original
surface reconstruction using a cubic B-spline.

Moreover, the following relation (7) is required to
ensure spline periodicity:

y-k,v = yu-k+1,v , k∈ {1,2,3} (7)

in the particular case of cubic B-spline. The last
condition is realized in adding control points to the
original set.

In our spline implementation, spline coefficients zi,j are
computed from MxN sampled data yi,j using the
following mean square criterion, given below:
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where {wi,j} are weight attributed to each data point yi,j.
In our particular case, {wi,j}is respectively given by
inner and outer believes; that corresponds to advantage
data points with high membership values and to
penalize low membership value data points. At this
level, the complementary aspects of the used methods
(fuzzy logic and spline parameterization) are exploited
in order to constitute a global fusion.

Genetic process: As a set of data points univocally
characterizes a surface using the spline definition
chosen before, chromosomes are defined as an NxM
array, which contains control point positions given in
polar coordinates. The choice of data points is based
on a stochastic approach. Control points are chosen
regularly spaced along the θ direction (see Figure 5),
but in r direction, each control point is computed using
the method of the “casino roulette”. For each θ, a data
point is drawn at random along r axis with a likelihood
which depends on the gray level, as shown on Figure 5.
In the proposed implementation, r positions
corresponding to a null gray value are forbidden.
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Figure 5: « Casino roulette» principle. The control points
selection is achieved in four stages: (1) a column is selected.
Gray levels are extracted in (2). (3) Each position is
associated with a likelihood in function of the gray level. (4)
Position is drawn at random.

Once all data points are positioned, the spline surface
is computed and sampled in order to be evaluated
relatively to the following criteria:

∑
∈

=
SM

s MC )( µ (9)

where µ ∈ {µinner,µouter}.

The choice of a global criteria is justified by the fact
that on ultrasound imaging, information is corrupted by
missing data. Also, a local approach is insufficient.

To sum up, the optimal solution Soptimal relatively to (9)
corresponds to the surface, which maximizes CS, as
follows:
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First solution elaboration step being ended, four kinds of
operators are now applied on each chromosomes: During
the reproduction stage, best chromosomes are copied, to
build the new chromosomes set, with a likelihood which
depends of CS. The role of such an operator is to favorite
best solutions in comparison with others. Several cross-
over, which correspond to chromosomes melting, are
operated on {S}. The main advantage of this kind of
operator is to speed up the algorithm convergence.
Mutations operated on {S} ensure that the search space is
always taken into account. Therefore, chances that the
surface being stabilized in a local minimum are reduced.
Mutations can be accomplished with uniform or non
uniform likelihood rule. In our particular case, the
mutation likelihood is function of local inner and outer
wall belief. Finally, new chromosome generations are
allowed in a search space ∆, to increase the final solution
quality. At each generation, the best solution Sbest relatively
to (9), is retained from the original solutions set. The next
generation is constituted by considering a search space ∆,
reduced to a Sbest volume neighborhood. At each
generation, ∆ width decreases relatively to a given rule,
which is linear in our particular case. The last point can be
compared to the temperature decreasing, which ensures
convergence in simulated annealing algorithms. Algorithm
stops, when ∆ is reduced to a null width. In the case
where, for a given θ , no position is satisfactory (cause no
gray level overflow null value), a position is constructed
using the mean value of the two first control points
neighbors, which have belief values sufficiently important
to be meaningful.

3.3 Belief updating system

The proposed system is organized around data base
hierarchically divided in four main levels (Figure 6).

• Level 1, the raw data level is a fixed database,
where all information concerning the acquisition
system (used frequency, harmonic position and so on),
raw data volume, and a prior knowledge are stored.

• Level 2 is the low level believes, which contains
primitives as harmonic, region, contour and brilliancy
knowledge traduce in term of fuzzy images.

• Level 3 is a high belief level where a belief volume
of inner and outer esophagus wall is computed using
primitive beliefs precedently elaborated.

• Level 4 is the solutions elaboration level. At this
level, inner and outer wall surface are elaborated using
inner and outer believes via genetic KS.

All levels, except the raw data level, are dynamically
refreshed during belief updating processing:

§ At each generation, fuzzy volumes corresponding to
region, gradient and intensity are re-evaluated in
applying one more time, an S-Shape function in the
new search interval ∆. This operation improves “belief
contrast”, i.e. pixel belief corresponding to esophagus

wall increases more and more relatively to neighbor
pixels. Consecutively to this step, inner and outer
belief volumes are then re-evaluation.
§ Once a new best solution is retained respectively for
inner and outer wall, a new information, respectively
called new belief on inner wall and new belief on outer
wall are computed. These new information, synthesized
during the process, are merged with new low level
beliefs set using conjunctive operator min. These new
information, synthesized during the process, are
merged with new low level beliefs set using the
conjunctive operator min. New inner wall belief is
defined as follows: pixel membership values of lumen
are fixed to 0 and exponentially increase with inner
wall distance. In new outer wall belief, pixel
membership value increases exponentially when the
distance with outer wall increases in direction to image
center.

A blackboard architecture links all the components
previously described. In the fuzzy processing, an inner
wall and an outer wall belief volume are computed.
Inner and outer wall solutions sets are generated using
the product of the fuzzy process, in the genetic
processing. The best inner and outer wall solutions
obtained relatively to the evaluation criteria are then
computed. Best generation solutions are only kept if
their valuations are better than before. At each
generation, ∆ decreases with a linear law. A null value
of ∆ stops the process.
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Figure 6: Synoptic scheme of system hierarchy. We can
distinguish data level, primitive information level, beliefs
level and solution elaboration level. Operators are
represented by white boxes.

4 Results and comments

This section presents first results obtained from real
sequences acquired in the gastroenterology service of



the Brest center hospital (France). In Figure 7.a and
Figure 8.a, we can see two original images issued from
two different sequences, respectively healthy and
pathologic. Obtained results are shown in Figure 7.b
and Figure 8.b. As we can see, the obtained accuracy is
very encouraging from a clinical evaluation point of
view, on healthy case as well as on pathologic case.

Figure 7: (a) Original slice of a healthy case extracted from
sequence 1. (b) Detected contour on this slice.

Figure 8: (a) Original slice of a pathologic case extracted from
sequence 2. (b) Detected contour.

On Figure 9 and Figure 10, we can appreciate the
regularity obtained on sequences described before,
which is mainly due to the use a spline
parameterization for 3D reconstruction. As can be
observed, these experimental results are very
promising. Mutations control by the belief degree of
inner and outer wall oper ated limit chances that the
solution falls into a local minimum better than if a
simple random mutation is operated.

Figure 9: 3D reconstruction and rendering of esophagus wall
in a non pathologic case. In this VRML visualization, inner
wall can be seen by transparency through the outer wall.

Figure 10: 3D reconstruction and rendering of esophagus wall in
a pathologic case. In this VRML visualization, inner wall can be
seen by transparency through the outer wall.

The problem posed by missing data often encountered
in ultrasound imaging is resolved thanks to fusion
method, which attributes weights to spline control
points proportionally to believes elaborated during the
fuzzy process.

Even if the filtering depends on parameters, which
must be for instance manually adjusted, we can note
spectacular improvement on the results when filtering
is on. Unfortunately, this inhomogeneous diffusion is
very CPU consuming that can be a limitation for a
medical application.

5 Conclusions

First results obtained with this method are very
encouraging. However, a medical validation is needed.
Filtering use could, as we have shown, improve
perceptibly results quality. Inhomogeneous diffusion
filtering implemented gives very interesting results but
has the disadvantage of being parameter dependant and
time consuming for a simple preprocessing. The
possibility to enhance the implementation is seriously
considered. In the near future, this work will be
intensively tested by physicians during real exams in
order to quantify and eventually improve 3D
reconstruction quality in optimizing genetic algorithm
parameters to the high variability of encounter
pathologic cases. Finally, the same method should be
extended to take into account the mucous membrane
interface 3D detection.
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